
CALL FOR PAPERS 
Why Boys (Don’t) Dance:  

Intersectional Masculinities 
 

Proposals for a collection of original scholarly manuscripts and short essays ranging from 3000 to 7000 
words are now being sought. The edited text presents new, unpublished works ranging from historical 

analyses to qualitative inquiry and mixed method research culled from professional, applied, and 
educational realms. 

 
 
Doug Risner’s (2009) pivotal text Stigma and Perseverance in the Lives of Boys Who Dance offers readers 
the combined benefits of rich empirical data with conceptual analysis that prompts ongoing engagement 
with persistent questions regarding boys’ involvement in dance. Specifically rooted in dance education and 
dance training for boys, Risner’s book encompasses issues pertinent to broader aspects of dance, not least 
in demonstrating how wider cultural influences are constitutive in how and where boys take up dance 
practice and training and significantly, whether boys stick with dance.   
 
Stigma and Perseverance consistently highlights ways in which discourses and ideologies, particularly 
those associated with gender and sexuality, shape and limit the various contexts of boys’ involvement in 
dance training and beyond. Risner considers how men in dance are devalued by the culture, yet prized by 
the field, given that males are conspicuous in dance leadership. That is, how do gendered power relations 
limit boys’ participation in feminized terrain but nonetheless allow for decision making and influential 
positions to be held by men? Tensions related to these and other contradictions and complexities run 
throughout Risner’s thesis and inform detailed and clear recommendations for dance practitioners. In 
addition, questions regarding conceptual analysis, such as how gender intersects with ethnicity, ‘race’, 
class and sexuality, are proposed for further and ongoing research with boys who dance and to some 
extent, prompting engagement with questions regarding why boys stop dancing and/or why some boys 
(just) don’t dance. A decade since the publication of Stigma and Perseverance, it is timely to revisit some of 
Risner’s key findings and emerging questions. 

 
 

Prospective contributors are encouraged to consider the questions below from a variety of research 
paradigms and perspectives. We welcome papers that employ diverse methodological approaches. 

Possible topics and questions include, but are not limited to: 
 

 What can we learn from young male dancers about those who leave dance training or the dance 
profession?  

 How do boys find support and affirmation for their dancing? 

 What forms of non-Western dance attract and retain male dancers? What elements characterize 
their retention? 

 What social, economic, historical, cultural, and educational systems continue to position western 
theatrical dance and its training as an untenable career for males?  

 How does the dance genre or form influence boys and young males’ continuation in dance?  

 How does the feminization of dance contribute to male privilege in dance training, education, and 
professional careers in dance? How do males’ privileged status in dance contribute to continuing in 
dance?  



 How are questions about gender and dance study made more complex by simultaneously 
considering social class, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, ageism, and ability in dance?  

 In what ways do gender differences impact teaching and learning in dance? And how might these 
influences deter male participation in dance? 

 In what ways does gender determine who gets to dance, study dance, perform dance, leave 
dance? 

 How and under what circumstances does the gendered body inscribe males who dance? In what 
ways might these inscriptions compel boys and young males to stop dancing? 

 How does popular culture’s mediated image of gender and dominant stereotypes about dance 
deter males from dance study or careers in dance?  

 How do children’s understanding of dance and gender inhibit male participation? 
 
Contributors will address questions about why boys (don’t) dance through original (unpublished) research-
based chapters and essays rooted in analyses from dance studies, women’s and gender studies, dance 
education, men’s and boys’ studies, critical theory, cultural studies, somatic practice, critical feminist theory 
and pedagogy, childhood studies, critical race theory, adolescent development, and gifted and talented 
studies, among others. It is anticipated that the book will become a primary text for advanced 
undergraduate and graduate students, teachers and faculty, researchers, scholars, and others whose 
interests intersect gender, class, race/ethnicity, sexuality, ability, education, and the arts. 
 
Because of the nature of this research-based volume and the time necessary for contributors to design and 
conduct their research studies, a publishing contract has not been signed at this time. Please see the 
following timeline of submission deadlines: 
 
Proposal Abstracts: DUE APRIL 5, 2019   [Early submissions appreciated]  
Please submit a 500-word proposal abstract (including research methodology), a working bibliography and 
CV (with publication record) as email attachments to the email below by April 5, 2019. Proposal abstracts 
will be reviewed within four weeks of submission. Full papers will be due December 31, 2019.    
 
Please submit proposal abstracts to R.Watson@leedsbeckett.ac.uk and drisner@wayne.edu  
 
Dr. Rebecca Watson        Dr. Doug Risner 
Carnegie School of Sport    Maggie Allesee Department of Theatre & Dance 
Leeds Beckett University    Wayne State University 
Leeds, ENGLAND     Detroit, MI 48202  USA 
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